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“widower, #., hne bo. We 

wife, ”., paya. yam, ”., aha. NN. ba-ha. 

wind, ., kli. yawn, v., han u. 

wink, v., amik che pek u. yellow, adj., aoi. 

wipe, v., ho u. ye, pron., naun bni (dual) ; naun me 

wish, v., woi u. (plur.). N. nang-ni. 

with, post. pos., ung. N. yung. yes, 0; 00; shi ba, N.a-hi, [Com- 

within, post. pos., diik a, N. du-ga- pare hi, v., to ask. | 
mé. yesterday, n., yanda. WN. yam-tu. 

woman, 7., hnato. yet, conj., hon. 

wood, 2., htén sho. you, pron., naun hni, nahdéi (dual) ; 

word, 2., pau. naun me, nahio (plural). 

work, 7., asel. young, adj. amlék ; aso. 

wrist, 2., makuht-piam. youth, ., khlaung zo; son bian. 

eee ees 

On a Coin of Kunanda from Karnal.—By Ba’su Ra‘senpRava’LA Mirra, 

(With a woodcut.) 

The mintage of which the woodcut at the end of this article is a re- 

presentation is well known to Indian numismatists. It has been noticed 

by Prinsep, Wilson, Cunningham, and others; and in a learned essay in the 

first volume of the New Series of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal (pp. 

447 ff.), Mr. Thomas has described it at great length and in full detail. 

There are, however, a few points in connexion with it which the uncommonly 

fine specimen presented to the Society by the Rev. M. M. Carleton of Karnal 

enables me to explain with some confidence. 

In all essentiai particulars, Mr. Carleton’s specimen is identically the 

same as the British Museum one figured by Mr. Thomas. It has on the 

obverse the curiously-antlered deer, the lady with a lotus, the square mono- 

gram, and the Western Cave character legend, so graphically described by Mr. 

Thomas, and all the Buddhist symbols, and the Bactrian or Ariano-Pali 

legend, noticed by him on the reverse of the British Museum specimen. The 

size is exactly the same, and the configuration of the symbols is identical, 

except of the rectangular monogram, the cross line in the middle of which is 

very faint and scarcely visible. The style of some of the old Sanskrit charac- 

ters in which the Pali legend is given, is, however, different, and it proves the 

coin before me to have been struck from a different die from what was used for 

the british Museum specimen. Owing to its better state of preservation, its 

weight, too, is greater, being 34:1 grains against 29 grains of the other. 
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The differences in the letters of the obverse legend are not numerous, 

but they are well-marked and unmistakable. The first letter in the British 

Museum specimen is shaped somewhat like an English s, whereas in the speci- 

men before me it is clearly like the English j; it is, however, in either case 

intended to stand for the Sanskrit <== r. The second letter in the former 

specimen, is a compound of j and n followed by a visarga, the Sanskrit 3: = 

joah,—the j taking the full depth of the line with the visarga after it, and the 

n hanging down belowit. In the latter the n occupies the place of thej in the 

body of the line, and the j, if it ever existed, must have stood above the line, 

and is lost by the want of space in the margin. The visarga occurs after the n. 

In the former case the word has to be read rdjnah, the genitive singular of 

rdjan—‘ of a king’, and in the latter, if the assumption of aj over the n be 

not admitted, razah the type of the modern rdnd, ‘aking’. The name 

which follows being in the genitive, the epithet should also be in the same 

case, and so I have no doubt that when the margin of the coin was perfect, 

there was a j over the line just above the n, and the word was rajnah, the 

genitive of rdjan, as in Mr. Thomas’s specimen. 

In the second word, the nasal mark (anwsvara) after the n is absent in 

the British Museum specimen as figured by Mr. Thomas, but it is distinct 

in Mr. Carleton’s coin. 

The first half of the third word is identical in both, but the second half 

in the specimen before me is clearly bhatisa, and not bhatasa as shown in 

Mr. Thomas’s figure, nor bhratasa as it has been read by that gentleman. 

In the last word maharajasa, the r is formed of a perpendicular stroke 

like an I, and not a stroke with a curled tail like J, as in the first word 

and in the British Museum specimen. The 3 =j is also slightly different, 

being more like the Greek & than the English f, as in the latter. 

Adverting to the reading of the second word, Mr. Thomas says: “ The 

monarch’s name on this series of coins has hitherto, by common consent, 

been transcribed as Kunanda, and tested by the more strict laws of its own 

system of Paleography, the initial compound, in Indian Pali, would prefer- 

entially represent the letters ku. There can be little doubt, the true normal 

form of the short u (|), which can be traced downwards in its consistent 

modifications in most of the Western Inscriptions, though the progressive 

Gangetic mutations completely reversed the lower stroke of their u (¥). 

The question of the correct reading of the designation has, however, _ been 

definitively set at rest by the Bactrian counterpart legends on the better 

preserved specimens of the coinage, where the initial combination figures 

as kr, a transliteration which any more close and critical examination of 

the rest of the Indian Pali legend would, of itself, have suggested, in the 

parallel use of the same subjunct | in 4a bhrata.”* 

* Journal, R. As. Soc., N.8., I., p. 476. 
* 
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This argument, however, is not conclusive, as Mr. Carleton’s com Is 

as well preserved as any I have seen of so old a date as three hundred and 

twenty-five to three hundred and forty years before Christ, every letter being 

perfectly distinct and as sharp as when first issued from the mint, and in it 

the lower limb of the Bactrian k of the reverse is perfectly straight and 

plunt, showing not the smallest trace of a spur or curl to the right. And 

even with the curl, the indication is not so decisive as could be wished, for 

a very slight bend in the foot often occurs in this class of writing without 

meaning any consonantal or vowel affix. It is the result of hasty writing, 

in which the pen is not taken off the paper before it has already produced 

a tail. It was this tail which changed the original Indian + successively 

into+ > ¢ <h. Inthe Ariano-Pali character several instances may be 

easily cited in ancient inscriptions, where the lower limb, although ordinarily 

straight, has sometimes been curled or spurred. Thus the ch, ordinarily 

written Y, is sometimes provided with a spur, thus %:* The spur is again 

used for u, asin 2, which Professor Dowson takes for mu, and also for 

y,as in 3, which the same gentleman takes for sya.f Adverting to this 

eurl in the Bahawalpur inscription, he further says: “ It proves, however, 

that the curl of the foot of a consonant indicates that consonant to be 

doubled, and not to be always, as hitherto supposed, a consonant combined 

with ry. From the frequent combination of r with other consonants in 

Sanskrit, this twist of the bottom of a letter represents the letter more 

frequently than any other; but as we here find the s curled round to 

represent the sy of the Sanskrit genitive, there can be no doubt it represents 

the doubled consonant—that doubled consonant being here the equivalent 

of sy. In most other instances, as in Achayya for Acharya, it is the equival- 

ent of r combined with another consonant. This substitution of doubled for 

compound consonants brings the language into much closer relation with 

the Palit.” It should be remarked, however, that this inference, ingenious 

as it is, isredundant ; for the language of the inscription being the old Pali of 

the Kapurdigiri monument, the genitive should require no y after s, and the ~ 

curl may pass for an ornament or a variant form as in the ease of eh noticed 

by him, and referred to above. 

Epigraphic evidence being thus far unsatisfactory and inconclusive, 

though from the more frequent occurrence of the spur to the right for r in 

the Bactrian Mr. Thomas’s reading is the most consistent, it is necessary to 

turn our attention next to the etymology of the word, not with any great 

hope of a decisive result, for the ductility and plasticity of the Sanskrit lan- 

guage are quite against such an expectation, but only to see on which side 

* Journal, R. As. Soc., XX., plate LV. 

t+ Loc. cit. 

t Ibid. N.S., LV., p. 501. 
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the balance of evidence inclines most. The aptote noun kw in Sanskrit and 

its affiliated languages isa particle of depreciation, implying ‘low’, ‘vile’, 

‘bad’, ‘wrong’, &e.,* and it might at first sight appear improbable that it 

should be used as a prefix to a royal name; but, seeing that in India such 

depreciatory particles are deliberately adopted by Hindu parents to avert 

evils and for other causes, the objection may be set aside as of no weight. 

Tinkori, “ three cowri shells,” Panehkori “ five cowri shells,” Satkori “ seven 

cowri shells,’ Wakori, “nine cowri shells,” and similar other terms, all 

meaning ‘ worthless’, are extensively used as proper names, in order that no 

evil eye may rest on the children to whom they are assigned, and the 

ehildren may be allowed to thrive without exciting envy, malice, or jealousy. 

Bhuto “ blacky,” Khonrd, “lame,” Nulo “ weak-handed’’, and the like,} are 

also of frequent occurrence as proper names. An accident or misfortune 

happening on the day of a babe’s birth is also often memorialized by assign- 

ing a bad name to the newcomer, and such nicknames, like any other 

mud, stick, and cannot be shaken off. Again, the horoscope of a babe 

might indicate that he would in after life be evilly disposed, and this 

may likewise influence the choice of a name for him. And any of these facts 

may easily be assumed to account for the use of an offensive prefix like £w in 

the name in question. 

No assumption of the kind, however, is necessary in the present case. 

As a common noun sw means ‘ the earth’, and joined to nanda, it would mean 

the “ earth’s delight”’, a very appropriate name for a lad, whether a prince 

or otherwise. No fond mother could wish for a better name for her young 

hopeful. 

If we take the first syllable of the name to be kra, we must look for its 

root in kri, which means, ‘to do,’ ‘ to make,’ ‘ to perform any action,’ or 

“to hurt,’ ‘ to injure’ or to ‘ kill’, Added to nanda it would mean the promo- 

ter, or destroyer, of delight, and the former would unquestionably make a 

very appropriate proper name. But if we accept Ari to be the root, its 

participial form should follow the word nanda, and not precede it. Mr. 

Thomas says that the late Dr. Goldstucker was of opinion “that the kra, 

in combination with Manda, may possibly stand for @ kri, “a million”, 

or some vague number corresponding with Mahapadma (100,000 millions), 

under the supposition that the latter designation was applied to one of the 

Nanda family, in its numerical sense, as a fabulous total, and not in the 

more usually received meaning of “ a large lotus.” £ 

The learned doctor was doubtless a very conscientious worker and a 

* gatasTe: ik 8.ya| Panini. 
t+ When a person gets too many female children, the last not unfrequently gets the 

name of A’rnd “no more’, to express the satiety of the parents. 

¢ Journal, R. As. Soc., N.S., L., p. 476. 
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thorough scholar, and he may have somewhere found authority for the 

above ; but I have not been able to find in any dictionary the word kri 

with the meaning of ‘a million’, and my friends among the Professors of the 

Sanskrit College of Calcutta have also failed to find out any authority for 

such a meaning. Professor Mahes‘achandra Ny4yaratna authorises me to 

say there is no such meaning, 

Kra is sometimes used in compounds as an onomatopoetic term for a 

clicking sound, as in krakacha for ‘asaw’, but itis of no value in the explana- 

tion of the word under notice. The root krt = mt “ to buy” with the affix 

~ would make kra “a purchaser”, and it added to manda would mean “ the 

delighter of buyers”, but such a term for a royal proper name is as unlikely 

as possible. Thus then, on the one hand, paleographic evidence is not 

positively in favour of the reading kra, etymology, on the other, is all 

but decidedly against it; and, seeing that in the Greek and Persian tran- 

scriptions of the name, as quoted by Mr. Thomas, the r has been dispensed 

with, I am disposed to think that the balance of evidence is in favour of the 

old reading. 

The first half of the third word is identically the same in the Pali 

legend of Mr. 'Thomas’s figure and Mr. Carleton’s coin, and can be read only 

as amagha. 'The Bactrian version of the latter has also the same reading. 

In the Bactrian version of the former there is, however, a spur under the m, 

which must be read, and has been very correctly read by Mr. Thomas as the 

equivalent to 0, and not of r, as he takes the spur to be in the first syllable 

of the second word. It is well known that in the Pali, as in the modern 

Kuthiwal, the vowel marks were very much neglected (in the very coin 

before us rdjnah is written rajnah, and mahdrajd, maharaja), and there is 

no reason when the mark is given in one place why we should not supply 

it where it has been dropped. The reading therefore may be accepted un- 

questionably as amogha, meaning ‘‘ unfailing”’ or “unflinching”. ‘The first 

letter of the second half of the third word is 6ha in both the legends of Mr. 

Carleton’s coin and in the Pali legend of Mr. Thomas’s figure. The foot of 

the letter is perfectly straight, and there is not the slightest indication of 

any spur below it, nor sufficiently marked at the right end of the middle 

stroke to be taken into account. But in the Bactrian version of the latter 

there is a barely perceptible tendency to a curl which as in the case of the 

first syllable of the second word Mr. Thomas takes to be anv. The next 

two syllables are unquestionably and unmistakeably ¢2 and sa in both the 

legends of Mr. Carleton’s coin and in the Bactrian version of Mr. Thomas’s 

figure, but ¢a and sa in the Pali version of the latter. Now, as superfluous 

addition of vowelmarks is not a peculiarity of the Pali, though omissions 

are, it must follow that the correct reading of the word is bhatisa or bhra- 

tisa, and not bhratasa. 
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The question then arises what does bhatisa or bhratisa mean ? and the 

reply has already been given by Prinsep, Wilson, Cunningham, and Thomas, 

that it is equivalent to bhratasa “ of a brother”. But, notwithstanding the 

most profound veneration for the unanimous opinion of such high authori- 

ties, I cannot divest myself of a doubt as to its accuracy. The word bhrata 

comes from the Sanskrit crude noun bhratri, and is analogous to pité from 

pitri, “father,” mata from matri, “mother,” svasd from svasri, “ sister’’, and 

other words ending with the vowel ri in the crude form. Now, in all the 

Huropean languages of Aryan origin the final 77 of the Sanskrit is repre- 

sented by av,notzorrz. Thus, pitri becomes zaryp in Greek, pater in Latin, 

fator in Old High German, fader in Anglo-Saxon, and fader, fadar, vader, 

Sather, &e., in others. In Persian it is pedar. JDfatri, in the same way, be- 

comes, Greek pyryp, Latin mater, Old English moder, Anglo-Saxon modor, 

Danish and Swedish moder, and muotar, muatar, muter, mutter, &c., in other 

languages. In Persian it is madar, Svasri also becomes suster, sustre, 

sostre, sweoster, swester, swyster, swistar, soror, sister, &c., always changing 

the Sanskrit 72 into ar, ev or or, never into 2 or 77. In the Indian vernaculars 

7? when final changes into 4, in the plural ar,* and this was also the 

ease in the Ariano-Pali, the Ceylonese Pali, and the Prakrits. These in- 

stances would fully justify the inference that bhratri should change in 

the same way; and, as a matter of fact, we have for its counterparts in 

the Greek ¢patwp, Latin frater, French frere, Anglo-Saxon brodhor, 

Old High German pruadar, English brother, &c., &e., the change every= 

where being analogous to what takes place in pitri, mdtri, and svasri. In 

Pali and Prakrit it becomes bhdta. In the Taxila inscription line 4, we have 

bhratara in the plural, in the Peshawar Vase bhraterhi, plural, and on the 

Wardak Vase bhratd as read by me, and bhadar as read by Professor Dowson,§ 

everywhere the ri changing into ar or 4, but nowhere into?, Andas the 

coin legend is written in the same language in which the inscriptions are re- 

corded, I venture to think that the assumption of the word in the coin 

(bhrati or bhati) being a Pali form of bhratri quite inadmissible. There is 

not a tittle of evidence to support it. 

‘Extraneous evidence on the subject is also against the assumption. I 

believe it is not usual with kings to pride themselves upon their being a 

brother to some one, In India the idea is particularly repugnant. An old 

Sanskrit adage says, ‘‘ He is great who is known by his own name; he is 

so and so who is known by the name of his father; he is vile who is known 

* The Hindi mdyi may at first sight appear an exception, but in reality it is not 

so, the final i in it being an honorific affix, and not the remnant of the Sanskrit ri, 
Bhdyi in Bengali and Hindi are exceptions. 

+ Journal, R. As. Soc., XX., p. 223. 

t Ibid., p. 241. ‘ 

§ Ibid., p. 261. 
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by the name of his mother ; he is the lowest of the low who is.known by 

the name of his father-in-law”,* and the action of men has everywhere in 

this country been regulated by this maxim. A brother holds a lower grade 

than a mother, and he who should wish to be known in his coins by the 

name of his brother, must have been lower than the vile being who is known 

by the name of his mother. Doubtless when a brother exercises pararnount 

power, his name cannot be avoided, and Mr. Thomas very correctly argues 

that the fact of the Nanda brothers having ruled jointly may justify the 

assumption of Amogha having been the eldest brother, and his name had 

therefore to be used. This, however, would pre-suppose that the name of 

the eldest brother was well known, which is not the case. The Puranas 

and the Mahawanso give only three names, wiz., Sumalva, Mahapadma 

Nanda, and Dhana Nanda. In a medieval paraphrase, by Anantakavi, 

of the Mudrarakshasa, the nine brothers are thus named: Udagradhaiya, 

Tikshnadhanva, Vikatadhanva, Utkatadhanva, Prakatadhanva, Sankata- 

dhanva, Vishamadhanva, Sikharadhanva, and Prakharadhanva.+ These 

names are evidently fanciful, and cannot be relied upon. Anyhow no 

ancient or medieval work mentions Amogha, and the assumption of Amogha 

being a proper name is founded solely upon the strength of the supposed 

meaning of the word bhratara ‘a brother’, with which it is compounded in the 

coin legend, and that being untenable, the assumption must fall to the ground. 

I have already pointed out that amogha as a common noun means ‘ unflin- 

ching’ or ‘unfailing’. Now, the most appropriate words that can be joined 

with it are valour, protection, and faith. The first, however, has no Sanskrit 

equivalent which can be represented by bhratisa or bhatisa, so it may be at once 

set aside. Bhri ‘‘ to protect” becomes bhartri “ protector” in the crude form, 

and bharté in the nominative singular. In the Pali its counterpart would 

be bhatta or bhata, (in the modern Bengali it is bhdtar for ‘a husband’), and 

had the reading been bhatasa or bhratasa, the compound term of the coin 

could have been taken for an ‘‘ unfailing protector’, but the mark of the i 

over the t will not admit of this interpretation. The last word ‘faith’ is 

represented in Sanskrit by bhakti, which in Ceylonese Pali becomes bhatt: ; 

* ara yaa ver: foearat | WaH | 

BVA ASMA ST AINATAYE: | 

+ samatomaqarraaqadtear | 
fafaurgaaurusa Cyaan fafeustaaaataer srafaiea- 

Seaiteer aet Csi aa! aa F aaa Wate Carew aa 

afen aya | wey Veqe_-al eae faaeya-s as a-ha HSI 

faraus-fracea-aceaiwarn aagahaas <4 Tae SSR SCSAT 
Wa Sas Vasa | 
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I know not what it was in the Ariano-Pali, but, secing that one of a doubled 
consonant is frequently elided in modern vernaculars, I am disposed to 

think that such was also the ease in ancient times in the Ariano-Pali, If this 

be admissible, the amogha-bhati of the com may be accepted to mean “ he 
of unflinching faith’. Such an epithet for a person who has been careful 

enough to delineate half-a-dozen different symbols of his religion on his 

coins, would by no means be inappropriate or questionable, and I have no 

hesitation in adopting it asthe right one. We have here only an ancient ver- 

sion of the “ Ghaziuddin” of the Pathan coins of India, and the ‘‘ Defender of 

the Faith’ of the modern English currency. 

According to these remarks the legend and its translation would stand 
thus— : 

Legend—Rajnah Kunandasa amogha-bhatisa maharajasa, 

Translation—Of the great king, king Kunanda, of unflinching faith. 

Mr. Thomas identifies the sovereign named in the coin with the Xan- 

drames of the Greek writers and the Nandas of the Puranas, and this would 

carry the age of the coin to some years before 317 B, C., when Chandragup- 

ta wrested the sovereignty of Magadha from the Nandas, There are several 

weak links in the chain of reasoning by which Mr, Thomas establishes this 

identity, but on the whole it is very plausible, and I am not in a position 

now to suggest anything better. 

P. S. Since writing the above I have learnt that in the Pards’ara 

Sanhita, Kuninda is used as the name of a tribe, and Kawninda that of its 

country. 

I ONO 


